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Cancer dissemination and distant metastasis most frequently require the release of tumor cells into the blood circulation,

both in solid tumors and most hematological malignancies, including plasma cell neoplasms. However, detection of blood

circulating tumor cells in solid tumors and some hematological malignancies, such as the majority of mature/peripheral B-

cell lymphomas and monoclonal gammopathies, has long been a challenge due to their very low frequency. In recent

years, the availability of highly-sensitive and standardized methods for the detection of circulating tumor plasma cells

(CTPC) in monoclonal gammopathies, e.g., next-generation flow cytometry (NGF), demonstrated the systematic presence

of CTPC in blood in virtually every smoldering (SMM) and symptomatic multiple myeloma (MM) patient studied at

diagnosis, and in the majority of patients with newly-diagnosed monoclonal gammopathies of undetermined significance

(MGUS). These methods set the basis for further detailed characterization of CTPC vs. their bone marrow counterpart in

monoclonal gammopathies, to investigate their role in the biology of the disease, and to confirm their strong impact on

patient outcome when measured both at diagnosis and after initiating therapy.
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1. Introduction

Plasma cell neoplasms are an heterogenous group of end-stage antibody-producing B-cell (i.e., plasma cell) disorders 

. They are characterized by an expansion of tumor plasma cells (PC), typically inside bone marrow (BM) , with or

without involvement of peripheral blood and/or other (extramedullary) tissues such as bone, soft tissues or skin . In most

monoclonal gammopathy patients, tumor PC produce and release an abnormal protein (i.e., monoclonal component) that

is detectable in the patient’s blood and/or urine. Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) is the

most common plasma cell neoplasm  and affects 3.2% of adults >50 years, and 5.3% >70 years . Despite the fact that

most MGUS cases will never undergo malignant transformation, previous studies have shown that MGUS is a precursor

stage of multiple myeloma (MM) . In line with this observation, malignant transformation of MGUS occurs in around

1% of patients per year . This transformation is characterized by an increase in BM PC infiltration (≥10% BM PC) and

serum monoclonal protein (≥30 g/L), and it may present in the absence of clinical symptoms (i.e., smoldering MM (SMM)

 or as symptomatic MM  with evidence of underlying organ dysfunction and/or predominant BM involvement.

However, in a few MM patients, extramedullary tissue lesions with limited BM infiltration occurs (i.e., macrofocal MM) 

. Similarly, solitary plasmacytoma is a localized plasma cell neoplasm in which tumor PC are confined to extramedullary

sites (i.e., bone or extraosseous) . MM patients might also evolve to the most aggressive plasma cell neoplasm

subtype, known as plasma cell leukemia (PCL), which is characterized by massive blood involvement (>2 × 10  circulating

tumor cells/L) . In some cases, the monoclonal (most frequently lambda) light chain protein might deposit in distinct

tissues and organs, affecting their function and giving rise to the so-called light chain amyloidosis, even in the presence of

low numbers of tumor PC in BM and other tissues .

Circulating tumor plasma cells (CTPC) have long been detected in the blood of PCL patients , as well

as in a significant fraction of MM , and to a lesser extent in MGUS cases . From a clinical point of view, the

presence and number of CTPC has been proven to have both diagnostic and prognostic implications in MGUS , SMM

 and in symptomatic MM  patients. In addition, detection of CTPC has proven useful for (closer)

minimally-invasive monitoring of MM after therapy . Despite this, the reported frequency of MM and MGUS

cases with detectable CTPC varies significantly, depending on the specific methodology used and its sensitivity and

specificity. Thereby, usage of highly-sensitive and standardized techniques for the detection and quantitation of CTPC

becomes critically important . Here, we provide a detailed review of the currently available techniques for the detection

of CTPC in patients with plasma cell neoplasms, their biological features, pathogenic role, and clinical relevance, with

special focus on MGUS and MM patients.
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 2. Detection of Circulating Tumor Plasma Cells

During recent decades, different methods have been developed and used for the detection of CTPC (Graphical abstract

 and Figure 1). Conventional cytology was first used (in combination with complete blood counts obtained in an

automated hematology analyzer) for the identification of circulating PC in blood smears of patients diagnosed with

monoclonal gammopathy. These counts already proved critical for the differential diagnosis between MM and PCL . In

addition, they confirmed the presence of variable PC counts in a minor fraction (17%) of all MM patients , which

(frequently) cannot be accurately discriminated from normal/reactive plasmablasts  due to both the limited number of

nucleated cells evaluated (i.e., <500 cells) and their morphological similarities , particularly among patients that show

low numbers of circulating PC. Because of these limitations and the clear clinical utility of CTPC detection and quantitation

in blood, conventional immunocytochemistry-based approaches were subsequently adopted. The latter technique allowed

for (more specific) assessment of greater numbers of clonal PC in the blood of MM and MGUS patients based on

restricted light chain expression by tumor PC. In order to further increase the sensitivity and specificity of the above

techniques, several different conventional flow cytometry  and next generation flow cytometry (NGF) procedures , together

with polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based, e.g., allele-specific oligonucleotide (ASO) quantitative PCR (qPCR)  and

next generation sequencing (NGS)  techniques, were subsequently developed and tested. In addition to differences in

the sensitivity reported for the above flow vs. molecular techniques, the results obtained so far are also influenced by the

type of material analyzed (e.g., inclusion of nucleic acid from non-viable cells in molecular techniques) and/or the way

patients were selected for analysis (e.g., inclusion of patients that reached no response or partial response together with

complete response cases). The specific advantages and limitations of each of these techniques, together with their most

relevant features are listed in Table  and described below in more detail.

Figure 1. Frequency of newly-diagnosed PCN and treated MM patients with detectable CTPC in blood as assessed by

distinct methods. ASO-qPCR, allele-specific oligonucleotide quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction; CTPC,

circulating tumor plasma cells; IMF, immunofluorescence microscopy; MFC, multiparameter flow cytometry; MM, multiple

myeloma; NGS, next generation sequencing; MGUS, monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance; NGF, next

generation flow; PCN, plasma cell neoplasm; SMM, smoldering MM. Data summarized from the following references in

the literature .

Table 1. Most frequently used methods to detect circulating tumor plasma cells in patients diagnosed with plasma cell

neoplasms.

 Cytology IMF
MFC  (<8
colors)

NGF ASO-qPCR NGS

Availability High Limited High High Intermediate Limited

Applicability ≈100% ≈100% ≈100% ≈100% 42%-75% 80-95%

Sensitivity <10 <10 ≤10 ≤2×10 ≤10 -10 ≤10

Specificity Limited Limited High High High High

Quantitative
Yes            (high

counts)
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Diagnostic sample Not required
Not

required
Not required Not required Mandatory Mandatory

Global sample
analysis

Yes No Yes Yes No No

Time <2h >4h 2-3h 3-4h 3-4 weeks ≥7 days

Fresh sample Needed Needed
Needed

(<36h)

Needed

(<36h)
Not needed

Not

needed

Sample pre-
treatment*

No Yes No No Yes Yes

* Sample pre-treatment includes density gradient MNC- or magnetic/FACS- isolation. ASO-qPCR, allele-specific

oligonucleotide quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction; FACS, fluorescence activated cell sorting; IMF,

immunofluorescence microscopy; MFC, multiparameter flow cytometry; MNC, mononuclear cells; NGF, next generation

flow; NGS, next generation sequencing.

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of the most frequently used methods for detection of circulating tumor plasma

cells in patients diagnosed with plasma cell neoplasms.

 Cytology IMF MFC NGF ASO-qPCR NGS

Availability High Low High High Intermediate Limited

Applicability ≈100% ≈100% ≈100% ≈100% 42% to75% 80%-90%

Sensitivity <10 <10 ≤10 ≤2×10 ≤10  - 10 ≤1×10

Specificity Limited Limited High High High High

Standardized Yes No Ongoing Yes Yes Ongoing

Quantitative
Yes (high

counts)
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Diagnostic
sample

Not

required

Not

required
Not required Not required Mandatory Mandatory

Global sample
analysis

Yes No Yes Yes No No

Time to results <2h 4h 2-3h 3-4h 3-4 weeks ≥7 days

Fresh sample Yes Yes Yes (<36h) Yes (<36h) No No

Sample pre-
treatment*

No Yes No No Yes Yes
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Data analysis /
interpretation

Subjective
Slightly

subjective

Slightly

subjective

More

objective

Slightly

subjective
More objective

CTPC detection
principle

DFN

Ig light-

chain

restriction

DFN and

LAIP

DFN and

LAIP

Patient-specific

IGH-V(D)J gene

rearrangements

Patient-specific

IGH-V(D)J gene

rearrangements

Additional
biological
characterization
of CTPC

No No Yes Yes No Yes

Prognostic
factor in MGUS

NT Yes NT Yes NT NT

Prognostic
factor in SMM

NT Yes Yes Limited NT NT

Prognostic
factor in MM

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Relative Cost Low High Intermediate  Intermediate  Intermediate High

* Sample pre-treatment includes density gradient MNC- or magnetic/FACS- isolation.

¥ Including also potentially analysis of Ig light gene rearrangements.

ASO-qPCR, allele-specific oligonucleotide quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction; CTPC, circulating tumor

plasma cells; DFN, different from normal; FACS, fluorescence activated cell sorting; Ig, immunoglobulin; IGH, Ig heavy

chain; IMF, immuno-fluorescence microscopy; LAIP, leukemia associated immunophenotype; MGUS, monoclonal

gammopathy of undetermined significance; MFC, multiparameter flow cytometry; MM, multiple myeloma; MNC,

mononuclear cells; NGF, next generation flow; NGS, next generation sequencing; NT, not tested; SMM, smoldering MM.

2.1. Circulating Tumor Plasma Cell Detection in Blood Smears by Conventional Cytology

Conventional cytology is a simple, fast and inexpensive approach for (expert-based subjective) identification of CTPC with

a sensitivity of ≥1% (i.e., 10 ) of all nucleated cells in blood, which is available at virtually every clinical diagnostics

laboratory worldwide  (Table 2). The presence of CTPC by cytomorphology has long been associated with increased PC

proliferation and more aggressive disease, which is observed (per definition) in PCL and in a small fraction of MM cases

that present with high tumor load (≥5% of CTPC) and show a significantly poorer outcome -median overall survival (OS)

rates of 1.1 years vs. 4.1 years for other MM cases with <5% or undetectable levels of CTPC at diagnosis, respectively -

(Table 3). Thus, conventional cytomorphology remains the basis for the diagnosis of PCL . In addition, it is of great clinical

utility for the identification of MM patients that show ≥2% CTPC by Wright–Giemsa cytology at diagnosis (14.1% of

untreated MM patients), who (compared to MM patients with undetected CTPC in blood) display a poorer outcome both in

terms of progression free survival (PFS) (median PFS of 17 months vs. 24 months, respectively) and OS rates (median

OS of 25 months vs. 45 months, respectively) [29]. Altogether, these results indicate that conventional cytology is an easy

and fast approach for the detection of (high numbers) of CTPC in the blood of MM patients, particularly in cases

presenting with PCL-like laboratory findings (e.g., leukocytosis and elevated serum levels of lactate dehydrogenase) and

in PCL patients. In contrast, conventional cytology is less useful among MGUS and SMM patients who usually present

with low CTPC counts in blood. In fact, the absence of CTPC by cytomorphology should be interpreted with caution

because of the limited sensitivity of the technique (Table 2).

Table 3. Prognostic impact of circulating tumor plasma cells on newly diagnosed and treated plasma cell neoplasms

patients as assessed by distinct techniques.
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Methodology

Diagnosis Treated  

MGUS SMM MM MM References

TTP/PFS TTP OS PFS OS PFS OS  

Cytology NT NT NT NT
1.1 vs

4.1y
NT NT

IMF
138m vs

NR

12 vs

57m

49 vs

148m
NT

2.4 vs

4.5y

6.2 vs

22.5m
NT

MFC NT
10m vs

NR
NT

25 vs 43m

(TTNT*)

54 vs

89m

15.1m

vs

29.6m

41m

vs

NR

NGF
31m vs

NR

25% vs

0%

at 2y

(p>0.05)

NT 22m vs NR

67% vs

0%

at 2y

9 vs

46m
NT

ASO-qPCR NT NT NT 26 vs 66m
53 vs 66m

(p>0.05)

4 vs

15m

17 vs

52m

NGS NT NT NT

22.6 vs

47.5m

26.7 vs

41.3m

>55m NT NT

*TTNT, defined as time from diagnosis to next therapy due to documented relapse or progression of disease. ASO-qPCR,

allele-specific oligonucleotide quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction; IMF, immunofluorescence microscopy; m,

months; MFC, multiparametric flow cytometry; MGUS, monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance; MM,

multiple myeloma; NGF, next generation flow; NGS, next generation sequencing; NR, not reached; NT, not tested; OS,

overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; SMM, smoldering MM; TTP, time to progression; y; years.  ≥5% vs. <5%

CTPC; CTPC+ vs. CTPC-;  >5000 vs. ≤5000 CTPC/µL;  ≥4% vs. <4% CTPC; ≥0.2 × 10  vs. <0.2 × 10 CTPC/L; 

≥0.058 vs. <0.058 CTPC/µL;  ≥0.1 vs. <0.1 CTPC/μL;  high vs. low expression levels of the CENPF gene;  high vs. low

expression levels of the LGALS1 gene.

3.2. Fluorescence Microscopy

For decades now, fluorescence microscopy-based analysis of immuno-stained blood-derived mononuclear cells has been

recurrently applied for the detection of CTPC in the blood of MGUS and MM patients, based on Ig light-chain restriction on

tumor vs. normal PC . Briefly, this approach is based on the evaluation of anti-human light chain immunofluorescence

staining patterns of density gradient isolated mononuclear cells from blood by fluorescence microscopy. Overall, this

technique improves (by more than one log) the sensitivity of conventional cytology with the ability to detect one clonal PC

among 10,000 mononuclear cells (sensitivity of 10 )  (Table 2). From a clinical point of view, the presence of CTPC by

fluorescence microscopy is associated with disseminated disease ,

which is found in 19%  to 29%  of MGUS cases, 25% [24] to 50%  of SMM patients and in 71% of untreated MM cases

according to the literature. From a prognostic perspective, MM patients presenting with ≥4% CTPC in blood show

significantly shorter median survival rates (2.4 vs. 4.5 years for MM patients with lower or undetected CTPC) (Table 3). In

addition, the presence of CTPC in the blood of SMM patients has also been associated with shorter time to progression

(TTP) rates compared to CTPC-negative SMM patients (median TTP of 9 vs. 30 months, respectively). This is even more

evident among SMM cases presenting with higher CTPC counts (>5000 × 10  CTPC/L or >5% cytoplasmic Ig-positive
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CTPC/mononuclear cells) who show median time to progression rates of 12 vs. 57 months for other SMM patients with

undetected or lower CTPC numbers. Similarly, MGUS patients that have CTPC by fluorescence microscopy also show a

more adverse prognosis vs. CTPC-negative MGUS patients (median progression free survival of 138 months vs. not

reached, respectively). Of note, recent CTPC detection techniques based on specific pre-analytical PC-enrichment

procedures such as the CELLSEARCH  platform developed by Menarini-Silicon Biosystems (Castel Maggiore, Italy),

have proven to increase the frequency of patients that show CTPC in blood to >85% of all MGUS, SMM and MM cases

studied at diagnosis . In addition, preliminary results suggest that this latter technology might also be of potential

clinical utility among treated MM patients who reach complete response, because those patients that had higher CTPC

counts in blood (≥100 CTPC/4 mL or ≥ 25 CTPC/mL) displayed a more adverse prognosis compared to patients with

lower numbers of CTPC .

Despite the clinically relevant information provided by fluorescence microscopy (and other imaging-based approaches),

this technique still has several important limitations that hamper its routine use in many laboratories [20,122]. These

mainly include: i) the relatively limited sensitivity reached, ii) the fact that fluorescence microscopy is a laborious and time-

consuming technique, iii) the need for a pre-enrichment step to isolate mononuclear cells with high potential for

uncontrolled (selective) cell loss that might specifically affect CTPC at the same time it discards potentially relevant

information on residual (non-mononuclear) hematologic blood cells , and iv) the need for a fluorescence microscope (or

more complex instrumentation) usually not available for routine diagnostics in many haemato-oncology laboratories (Table

2).

3.3. Conventional Multiparameter Flow Cytometry

Flow cytometry has long been recognized as a well-suited methodology for the enumeration of CTPC in blood of plasma

cell neoplasms patients . This technique is an easy, fast (<4 h), affordable and worldwide available approach which has

been extensively used to identify, characterize and count CTPC in the blood of patients with plasma cell neoplasms.

However, the lack of standardized protocols (i.e., very heterogeneous antibody panels have been used and variable

numbers of cells analyzed per sample), the highly variable sensitivity levels reached for detection of CTPC (which

translate into variable frequencies of CTPC-positive patients), together with the need for fresh (<24–48 h) samples, have

limited the reproducibility of results, and thereby, its broader use and applicability (Table 2). Despite these limitations, flow

cytometry has shown that the presence and number of CTPC in blood (both at diagnosis and after therapy) has important

clinical implications in MM, and to a lesser extent, also in MGUS, and SMM patients .

Early multiparameter flow cytometry studies in MGUS based on very limited numbers of markers -e.g., three-color

antibody combinations of CD45, CD38, and cytoplasmic (cy)Igκ or cyIgλ identified CTPC in the blood of 25% of cases with

a median (range) of 0.3% (0.06%–0.97%)- CTPC from blood-derived mononuclear cells. However, these results could not

be confirmed in subsequent studies using more sensitive approaches based on seven-color flow cytometry and analysis

of ≥10  cells that reported counts of <0.0035% of CTPC in the blood of the majority of MGUS patients (93%) at diagnosis

.

Similarly, in the few SMM-based flow cytometry studies reported in the literature, remarkably different frequencies of

CTPC in blood were observed depending on the specific approach used. Thus, in an early three-color flow cytometry

study in a small cohort of SMM patients, CTPC were identified in 3/8 cases (37.5%) . Conversely, a more recent report on

a larger series of 100 SMM patients studied at diagnosis using six-color cytometry based on staining of approximately

150,000 mononuclear cells for CD45, CD19, CD38, CD138, cyIgκ and cyIgλ, identified CTPC in blood of only 24% of the

patients . Of note, the detection of CTPC by multiparameter flow cytometry predicted shorter time to progression rates

from SMM to MM (median TTP of 10 months vs. not reached for CTPC-positive vs. CTPC-negative patients) .

In contrast to MGUS and SMM, more studies have investigated the frequency and clinical implications of CTPC in the

blood of MM patients by multiparameter flow cytometry, both at diagnosis and after starting therapy. Thus, CTPC have

been identified by multiparameter flow cytometry in 50% to 75% of newly-diagnosed MM cases [19,20,22,28,31],

depending on the number of markers and the specific antibody panels used , the number of cells analyzed [22,28,31], and

the sample preparation protocol . Importantly, these studies showed that the rate of CTPC-positive cases in blood among

untreated MM patients increases approximately 1.4 fold from density gradient mononuclear cell isolation-based

approaches  to whole blood flow cytometry protocols , potentially due to specific loss of CTPC during mononuclear cell

isolation procedures. Additionally, in these studies, absolute CTPC counts by multiparameter flow cytometry in the blood

of MM patients measured at diagnosis varied between 2.5–3 CTPC/µL .
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From a prognostic point of view, higher CTPC counts in blood as detected by multiparameter flow cytometry (regardless of

the specific threshold proposed) are systematically associated with an independent adverse prognostic impact among

newly-diagnosed MM . Thus, the presence of ≥0.0035% (vs. <0.0035%) CTPC in the blood of untreated MM patients

translated into a worse outcome, with lower three-year time to progression (65% vs. 34%) and overall survival (52% vs.

90%) rates, respectively, independently of the therapeutic regimen used or the presence of adverse cytogenetics as

defined by the International Myeloma Working Group criteria -i.e., Revised International Staging System (R-ISS)- .

Similarly, inferior overall survival (OS) rates were found in MM patients with ≥400 CTPC/150,000 mononuclear cells at

diagnosis (median OS of 32 months vs. not reached for cases with <400 CTPC/150,000 mononuclear cells) . In line with

these findings, a recent study on newly-diagnosed MM shows that the presence of ≥5 CTPC/µL of blood is associated

with a significantly shorter time to next therapy (TTNT) and OS rates, compared with cases showing lower (<5 CTPC/µL)

or undetected CTPC in blood (median TTNT of 21, 28 and 43 months, respectively,  and median OS of 46, 76 and 89

months, respectively ). Based on these results, the authors suggest that R-ISS I and R-ISS II MM patients presenting with

≥5 CTPC/µL in blood at diagnosis might display a similarly dismal prognosis to R-ISS III MM patients.

Several flow cytometry-based studies also recognized the (adverse) prognostic impact of CTPC in treated MM patients,

where decreasing frequencies of CTPC are associated with a progressively better response to therapy [33,116,125,126].

Overall, six-color flow cytometry (or higher) detected CTPC in 18.7% to 19.3% of treated MM patients prior to stem cell

mobilization for autologous stem cell transplantation . In MM patients who reached complete response prior to stem cell

mobilization for autologous stem cell transplantation, the frequency of CTPC-positive patients ranges from 0%  to 14%

 , depending on the specific multiparametric flow cytometry approach used (e.g., for three-  to six-color cytometry, the

number of cells analyzed , and the sample preparation technique (e.g., staining of mononuclear cells) vs. erythrocyte-

lysed whole blood ). In contrast, a significantly greater frequency (approximately 64%) of CTPC-positive cases was

found among relapsed MM patients at the time of stem cell collection . In line with these findings, a poorer outcome (with

significantly shorter time to progression, progression free survival and/or overall survival rates) of treated MM patients

showing CTPC in the blood by multiparameter flow cytometry has been recurrently confirmed by several groups,

independently of the therapeutic regimen administered and the depth of clinical response achieved  (Table 3).

3.4. Next Generation Flow Cytometry (NGF)

NGF approaches have been recently developed for minimal/measurable residual disease (MRD) monitoring in the BM of

treated MM patients . Early NGF studies already demonstrated a significantly greater sensitivity (sensitivity of ≤ 2x10 )

and reproducibility for NGF vs. classical (8–10-color) flow cytometry  (Table 2). This is mostly due to: i) evaluation of

significantly greater numbers of cells per sample (i.e., ≥10 × 10  cells) achieved via ammonium chloride-based bulk-lysis

of blood samples prior to antibody staining; ii) an optimized two eight-color tube antibody combination; and iii) usage of

computer-assisted software tools for more objective and reproducible automated data analysis (i.e., the INFINICYT

software from Cytognos Sl, Salamanca, Spain) .

More recently, NGF has also been applied for the detection of CTPC in the blood of MGUS, solitary plasmacytoma, SMM

and MM (including a small group of macrofocal MM) patients. In this latter study, NGF showed that the presence of CTPC

in blood is a sign of systemic disease with significantly lower rates of CTPC among patients with localized vs.

disseminated diagnostic subtypes of monoclonal gammopathy: ≤25% in solitary plasmacytoma and macrofocal MM cases

vs. 59% in MGUS and 100% in both SMM and MM patients. Overall, these are unprecedently high frequencies of CTPC-

positive cases vs. those previously reported using other (less sensitive, i.e., flow) approaches . More interestingly, the

number of CTPC in blood progressively increased from MGUS (median CTPC count of 0.008 CTPC/μL) to SMM (median

of 0.16 CTPC/μL) and MM (median of 1.9 CTPC/μL) patients. Noteworthy, a cutoff of 0.058 CTPC/μL was able to

discriminate MGUS from MM patients with high accuracy (80% sensitivity and 80% specificity) .

From a prognostic point of view, the number of CTPC detected by NGF also proved to efficiently discriminate between

MGUS cases with high (≥0.058 CTPC/μL) vs. low (<0.058 CTPC/μL) risk of progression to MM (median time to

progression of 31 months vs. not reached, respectively), and to identify newly-diagnosed MM patients with reduced (≥0.1

CTPC/μL) vs. prolonged (<0.1 CTPC/μL) progression free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) (median PFS of 22

months vs. not reached and 75% OS of 17 months vs. not reached, respectively). Interestingly, MM patients who had

CTPC counts at diagnosis similar to those of MGUS (<0.1 CTPC/μL) displayed a significantly favorable long-term

outcome, independent of their response to therapy (e.g., complete response and BM MRD status). In contrast, in this

study, the number of CTPC found in blood by NGF did not show a significant impact on the outcome of SMM patients,

probably due to the limited of number of cases analyzed(Table 3).
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Recently, the presence of CTPC in the blood of MM patients has also been evaluated by NGF after starting therapy. Thus,

results in a large cohort of 137 real-world MM patients treated outside of clinical trials demonstrated CTPC by NGF in 26%

of treated MM cases, including 17% of cases who had achieved complete response/stringent complete response, a

significantly greater percentage than previously shown by conventional multiparameter flow cytometry approaches. As

expected, all treated MM patients who had CTPC in the blood by NGF were also MRD-positive in the BM, while the

remaining two-thirds of BM MRD-positive cases did not show blood involvement by CTPC. Despite the lower sensitivity of

detection of CTPC in blood vs. BM MRD, persistence of CTPC after treatment by NGF was associated with five-fold

reduced progression free survival rates compared to CTPC-negative patients (median PFS of 9 vs. 46 months,

respectively), independent of the patient’s tumor cytogenetics, the response achieved (complete response/stringent

complete response vs. non-complete response) including the BM MRD status, and the treatment phase at which the

presence of CTPC in blood had been assessed . Interestingly, sequential blood CTPC monitoring by NGF predicted better

long-term outcomes than single time-point assessments. Thus, treated MM patients who were persistently CTPC-negative

in blood (i.e., CTPC −/−) or turned negative after a first positive result (i.e., CTPC +/−), had significantly superior

progression free survival rates at two years (92.5%) compared to cases with positivity for CTPC in the last NGF analyses

(CTPC −/+ or CTPC +/+ cases) (41%).

Altogether, these findings demonstrate that NGF is a highly-sensitive technique that allows identification and quantitation

of CTPC in blood at diagnosis in the majority of MGUS cases and virtually all SMM and MM cases . In addition, it provides

valuable prognostic information in both patient groups and represents a new (minimally invasive) surrogate biomarker for

BM MRD-positivity among treated MM patients .

3.5. Molecular (ASO-qPCR and Next Generation Sequencing) Techniques

Although molecular techniques cannot strictly detect entire (tumor) cells, including CTPC, quantitation of some unique

genetic (e.g., DNA) tumor markers such as patient-specific IGH-V(D)J gene rearrangements of CTPC has been long

proven to closely reflect the tumor cell load . This is in contrast with techniques that measure the M-component (e.g.,

immunofixation and/or mass spectrometry) , because the serum levels of the monoclonal protein produced by the

tumor PC depend on several parameters other than the number of CTPC, such as the tumor load in other tissues (e.g.,

BM), the (highly variable) amount of protein produced by individual tumor PC among different plasma cell neoplasms

patients, and its half-life . So far, most studies in which molecular techniques have been used for CTPC detection in

plasma cell neoplasms have focused on MM patients evaluated at diagnosis and/or after starting therapy . Of note,

virtually all these studies used ASO-qPCR , whereas a few NGS-based studies have been more recently reported .

ASO-qPCR is a highly specific and sensitive (<10  to 10 ) molecular method for the detection and quantification of

CTPC, based on the identification and follow-up of patient-specific Ig heavy chain (IGH) complementary determining

region 3 (CDR3) gene rearrangements in the blood of MM patients . Thus, ASO-qPCR-based studies have shown the

presence of CTPC in the blood in 67% to 93%  of MM patients studied at diagnosis (the calculated number of CTPC

detected ranged from 0.001% to 1.0% of all white blood cells). In turn, another preliminary ASO-qPCR-based study

identified CTPC in 81% of MGUS cases, although the authors could not ensure that these patients were not in an

advanced stage of the disease (with a constant increase of the monoclonal component) [19] (Figure 1). Similarly to NGF,

the presence of CTPC by ASO-qPCR has been reported in the blood of between 24% of treated MM cases who are

incomplete responders [113] to 73% of relapsed patients. From a prognostic point of view, detection of CTPC by ASO-

qPCR has been associated with impaired survival rates both in newly-diagnosed MM patients (median progression free

survival of 26 months vs. 66 months for CTPC negative cases, respectively), and in MM cases studied after three months

of high-dose therapy plus autologous stem cell transplantation (median progression free survival of 4 months vs. 15

months, and median overall survival of 17 months vs. 52 months for CTPC-positive vs. CTPC-negative cases,

respectively)  (Table 3). However, data on the potential diagnostic and prognostic implications of CTPC detection by ASO-

PCR in both MGUS and SMM patients is still limited and remains to be investigated.

As an advantage, ASO-qPCR and other (e.g., NGS) molecular techniques do not require fresh samples, since they can

use stored blood-derived nucleic acids to evaluate CTPC. In contrast, they have a more limited applicability (range: 42%

to 95% of cases) in MGUS, MM and other plasma cell neoplasms . Additionally, these molecular PCR-

based techniques require analysis of a baseline (e.g., diagnostic or relapse) sample to identify the patient-specific IGH
rearrangement(s)  (Table 2). For this purpose, a pre-enrichment/purification of tumor PC via isolation of mononuclear

cells through density gradient centrifugation or via magnetic and fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) of e.g.,

CD138  PC is frequently required, even when diagnostic BM samples are available.
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Next generation sequencing of IGH-V(D)J is a more sensitive (<10 ) and applicable (88%–95%) molecular technique

than ASO-qPCR  (Table 2). Thus, analysis of blood leukocyte DNA samples identified the clonotypic V(D)J

rearrangements of CTPC by NGS in between 71% and 78%  of MM cases at baseline (e.g., before starting therapy) and

in 40% of treated MM patients (who mostly reached partial response to therapy) . Nonetheless, in one study, the

frequency of CTPC in blood increased to 96% of newly-diagnosed MM patients when RNA was used instead of DNA to

detect tumor IGH-V(D)J gene rearrangements . However, to date, molecular analysis by next generation sequencing of

blood-derived CTPC has preferentially focused on the molecular characterization of purified CTPC in order to better

understand the biology of the disease . In this regard, a recent study based on single-cell RNA sequencing

reported that overexpression of CENPF and LGALS1 genes in CTPC from MM patients was associated with reduced

progression free survival rates [119] (Table 3). In contrast, the clinical impact of next generation sequencing-based

analysis of CTPC in MGUS, SMM and other plasma cell neoplasms currently remains unknown and deserves further

investigation .
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